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The author presents an axiomatic characterization of M. Benado’s definition of a multilattice. 
In [1], M. Benado introduced the notion of a multilattice which generalize 
lattices by replacing the axiom of existence of a 1.u.b. for two elements by the set 
of minimal uppr bounds and dually. It is the purpose of this note to present an 
alternate set of axioms to those given by M. Benado for the izharacterization of a 
multilaktice. 
De&&n. The statement hat a I_ Dset (S, G) is a multilattice means that for each 
a, 6 E S there exist subsets U(a, b) and V(a, b) of S such that 
(1) if x ‘E U(u, b) [x E V(u, b)] then .L is an upper [lower] bound of a and b, 
(2) no two members of U(w, b) [ V(a, b)] are comparable, and 
(3) if y is an upper [lower] bound c: f I2 and b, then there exists an x: E U( a, b) 
[x E V(a, b)] such that x G y [y 6x1. 
For each a, B E S, the sets C!(u, b) and V(4 b) are uniquely determined, We will 
denote U(a, b) and V(u, b) by a + b and a l b respectively. Also, if each of M and 
N is a nonempty subset of S, then we define A4+N = U (m + ra) and IM l N = 
U(m l n) for each I~~zEA~ and PEN. 
An illustration of a multilattice whit h is not a lattice is the familiar poset (S, s) 
where S = {a, ib, c, 4) with a G c, a s d, b :S c and b G d. For an example of a poset 
(T, C) which is not a multilattice, one cari consider the following construction. Let 
T={(-1,O); (l,O)}U((O, X) 1 o<xs 1). 
Define (-l,O)s(O, X) and (1,0)~(63, X) for each JC in O<x~l with (-1,O) not 
comparable with (1,O). Take (0, x,) s (~0, x2) for xl G x2. Thus (‘I’, s) fails to form 
a multilattice since (- 1,O) + (1,O) = $9. 
M. Benado dt;scribed a multilattice (S, 6) by can associated system (S, -5 l ),
where (+) : S x S-+2’ and (m) : S x S-j 2’ satis ed the following axioms: 
MI. For each attS,a+a#{d and a l G:#@ 
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Mz. Suppose a, b, c E S; if a+b#@ and (a+b)+c#QI [a +#$!I and 
(a~b)=c#~],thenb+c#P)andu+(~+c)#~[b*c#~anda~(~~c)f~]and,in 
addition: (i) for each m E (a -t- b) + c there exists a m’~ a + ( 51 +c) such that 
ifn+F?+ m, (ii) for each d E (a l b) l c there exists a d’ E a l / i5 l c) such that 
d l d’ = d (partial ussociutivity). 
M3. See statement A3 given below (absorption). 
A&. See statement AZ. 
Ms. Suppose r;i, bC3 such that a+b#fl [a l bffl]; also suplgme m, m%a+b 
[‘d, d’E a l b] such1 that m! + W’ # 0 [d 9 d’ # $31. If mf m’ [df d’], :hen m* $ ~1, m’ 
[d* f- d, d’] for each pn* E m + m’ [d” E d l d’]. 
It should be noted that multilattice operations (+) and (-) ar 3 not in general 
associative. The axiom system given below pr(=sents a formulation which avoids the 
partial asscciativity statement given in M2 and yet retains the elerlentary “lattice- 
like”’ character of Benado’s description of this particular kind o’ structure. 
Suppose (S, s) ia a multilattice. The following selection of prc perties of (S, G) 
will be taken later to be the axioms for the characterization of t multilattice. 
A1. If UES, then ~-+-a#@. 
AZ. If a, b&G such that u+b#0 [a - b#(b], then (i) bta=u+b [(ii) 
b 9 ct := a - b]. 
A3. If a, b& such ,;hat a l b#@ [u+b#@], then (i) a+x#$! ?ar each XEU l b 
and a -u+(a~b~~[(ii)u~x#~foreachx~u+bandu=a~(utb)]. 
A,+ If a, b,cdj such that b+c#a [b=c#fil] and a-tyffl [a y#@]for some 
yE b+c [y Eb - cj, then (i) u+b#0 and a+(b+c),~(a+b)+(b-.c) [(ii) a l b#fi! 
and a - (b - C)E(O l b) l (b l c)]. 
Proof for & (i 1, Let x E a + (b + c). The1 there exists a y E 1~ +c such that 
x~a+y. Since a:sx and bsy+ -= x, then there exists a u E a + b such that u s x. 
Now I[ s x and ;\, < x implies the existence of a fc E w + y such : hat k s x. Thus 
k: E (a -I- b) + (b + c)l. Since k E u + y and a c IA, then a < k and y G k and conse- 
quently there exists a x1 E a + y such that x1 6 k. Hence x1 G ,:: sx, x1 E a + y, 
x E a + y and, thus from the definition of a multilattice (2), we have x1 = k =x. 
Therefore, x E (tz -I- b) + (b + c). 
A,. If a, bG such that u+b#g [a. b#fl], then (i) for e:ch x, ytztz+b, 
x * y#@ and XE(Z+(X l y) [(ii) for each x,yEa v b, x+y#(d and .:cEa *(x-t-y)]. 
for As (i). Let x, y E a + b. Since b G x and b < y, there exist, a 2, E x l y such 
*that u < x and ZJ < y with b < v. From (z G x and v G x, there exists SL w E a + v such 
that usw, usw and wsx. Thus usw, b<vsw implies tht-.reeGstsa x,Eu+b 
!jO that x1 < W. Sinlze x1 :dws3y and x,,xEa+b then x=w==xl. ItIence xeafv 
where v E x l y. Consequently, x E a + (x 9 y). 
rem. Suppose S is a nonempty set, (t) : S x S+ 2’, and (s I : S X S+ 2’. If 
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(S, +, -) satisfies the above statements Al, AZ, . . . , As, then (S, <) is a multtifatice 
where (4=((a,b))a,bfSand lz-kb=b). 
i%&. Suppose a& “since a+a$& let xEa+a. Then, by A, (ii), a=a l x and 
thus, by A3 (i), a + a L c s. It shot id be noted at this point that it was -in [2] that 
Benado corrected his cxginal absxbtion axiom to the verson stated in M3 (As) SO 
that the above proof elf the statt:ment a+ a = a could be obtained, 
The proof that (s) is reflexive and symmetric follows directly from a + a = a, 
A2 (i), and the definitic In of (c). kw suppo+>e a, b, c E S such that a s b anct b G c. 
Them a+b=b and b+c=c. Hence c=b+c=c+b:=c-k(a+b) and thus, by A4 
(i), c + a f @ Consequently, by & (i), a 4-c j: $4. Now, again by A4 (i), a + c = 
a+(bi-c)c(a+b)+(b+c)=b+ c = c. Hence a kc = c and thus a G c. Therefore 
(s) is a partial ordeZr g of S. 
Now suppose a, b E >’ andxEafb.Sincea*(a+b)=athena*x=aandthus 
x+a =x+(x. a)=x by A3. Hence a G x and in a sirrrik manner b 2: x which 
thus implies that if c, -t. b # 9, then each member of a + b is an upper bound of a 
and b. 
Nextsupposea,~~,yySsuchthata~yandb~y.~enacy=yandb+y=y 
which implies, from A4 (i), that 
Consequently, there exists an x E a + b such that y E x + y. Hence, in the same 
manner as shown above, x + y = y and therefore x G y* 
Finally, suppose, a, b E S and x, y E a + b. Suppose x 6 y. Then x + y = v and, by 
A3, x=x-y. Now, by A5 (i), yEa+(y=x). Thus yEa+(y-x)=a+(x.y)= 
a +x = x. Therefori: y = x. 
The corresponding statements f!Br lower bounds follow directly by appropriate 
dual arguments.. 
Thus (S, G) forms a multilattice. 
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